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Panel Is Viewed by Some May Be Already Distorted Before Analyzing It because we don't view the original piece. The information that comes from the silence of the painting is only really experienced when considering the original work instead of reproducing it. The original work speaks to
you in a way that cloning is not capable of. Berger says this clearly when he says: The original paintings are silent and still in the sense that information never. Even hanging on a wall is incomparable in respect for the original silence and stillness penetrating the real material, the paint, in
which one follows the traces of the painter's instant gestures. This has the effect of closing the distance in time between the picture panel and one's own work of looking at it. . . What we make from that painted moment when you are in front of our eyes depends on what we expect from art,
and this in turn depends today on how we have already experienced the meaning of paintings through reproduction. 116) Paintings may first appear as silent pieces but one can change this. He became familiar with the plate requires that one plunge himself/herself into it and ask questions
to him. Asking the right questions can reveal the facts about the painting that no one might otherwise know otherwise. Having a conversation with the painting can allow us to think about things that we would have thought otherwise. Taking suggestions Berger decided to take two artworks
and analyze them in order not to be puzzled by them any longer. Engaging in conversations with each work of art allowed me to dig deeper into the actual meaning, or what could be the actual meaning, for each work. The perplexity that some experience when watching art is caused by
others telling us that we should be puzzled by these paintings. John Berger says: The way we see things is influenced by what we know or what we believe in (97). We already have expectations before we even see the painting. This allows the experiment to be destroyed even before it
happens. The fact that we look at art differently because of the history we already know about him or his author is true. Displaying a painting created during the Civil War era would affect us differently from someone seen during that time period because we know the result and all the events
that occurred during that time. That person who was watching it after its creation will receive a completely different meaning than we would have known about the war but imagine watching a painting that you knew absolutely nothing about it, its history or the author of the painting, says
landscape That was set at night. That's what I did taking a landscape image from the Quinnipiac campus and comparing it to the reproduction of the landscape panel and i found research on the internet came up with many new ideas and meanings about both that I had never seen before
had it not been for John Berger's suggestions. The landscape image of the Quinnipiac campus photographs a fountain with geese along with parts of the sleeping giant and a partial view of the quad on a clear autumn day while the image of the other landscape painting has a completely
different situation. In this painting is the time of night and very blurry. You can't have much to expect specifically for the hills in the background and a few lights scattered around giving the idea of a city or small town. One of the main differences I noticed is the clarity of the images. The image
of the Quinnipiac campus is much clearer than that of a night landscape painting. Clarity gives off multiple meanings and feelings to who is watching it. In an attempt to think of the thoughts and feelings that were passing through the painter's mind at the time of the creation of the piece, I
tried and put it in their shoes. Perhaps the blurry painting had a greater meaning and a greater goal than just making it look more interesting. I felt that the author could have had formal feelings when drawing this. Perhaps they missed their hometown and were just a memory of them fading
into the darkness of their minds. On the other hand, it could have symbolized the kind of grief felt by the author, a sense of loneliness and isolation because of something that had happened to him. In both cases it was different from the feeling I got from looking at the Quinnipiac campus
image. Demystifying this painting made me realize many of the reasons it could produce. Viewing the Quinnipiac campus image the way I looked at the night painting landscape was more difficult because I already knew information about the setting and the person who took the picture
(myself). I tried to see the picture as if I were someone from another country who had never seen or heard from Quinnipiac University before and would never know the first thing about the campus or even where it existed. For this person this can be anywhere. Instead of a photo building on
the right of the picture can be a library, or a museum. This image can be found anywhere in the world. What does that mean? Was it just a nice sight to look at? When I was taking the picture that was basically, but after looking at the picture from a different perspective I realized that it could
be much more. A campus image can bring formal feelings like those of other landscape painting or it can bring feelings of happiness and joy. Bare trees and bare mountains have this sense of darkness that can lead a person to believe that one I took this picture must be sad for one reason
or another. Finding grief in this picture may seem a bit strange because of the beautiful day that is in the picture. But again the sky is still blue and the grass is just as green as if it were a beautiful summer day so the person who took the photo can be happy as well. Although not as clearly
as it is, this image, just like the landscape painting, can put the viewer in a position to think that it was done for one reason but then realize that it may not be true in their first judgment. It allows us to engage in conversations with the artifact to realize whether we believe that our first
judgment on the image was correct or wrong. The way John Berger tells us to get caught up in a painting that allows us to see the painting without those preconceived expectations that we may already have. By doing this I learned to look at the panel for more than just colors on a piece of
paper. Looking at it for a message that is trying to talk rather than just staring whiteat in that pretend and I understand what you're trying to say was possible because I followed John Berger's suggestions. The demystification of images allowed me to understand the deepest reasons for its
existence and this process also, in my opinion, meets the expectations set by Berger. To continue this idea of demystifying the painting, there is no one's true meaning can get out of the painting. Many meanings can be considered as to be correct according to the circumstances. This is the
beauty of art. It can be understood in many ways all depending on the person who is viewing it. [pic] He wrote that opening up to John Berger's most famous written work, the 1972 Book of Ways of Vision, offered not only an idea, but also an invitation to see and know the world differently:
the relationship between what we see and what we know has never stabilized. Berger, who died on January 2 at the age of 90, had a profound influence on the popular understanding of art and visual image. He was also a vibrant example of the public intellectual, using his position to
express his opinion against social injustices and to offer his support to artists and activists around the world. Berger's approach to art came directly into the public eye in the BBC's four-part television series, Ways of Vision in 1972, produced by Mike Depp and preceded the book. However,
his style of blending Marxist sensibility and art theory with an interest in small gestures, scenes and personal stories much earlier, has evolved much earlier, in articles for the weekly independent magazine New Statesman (between 1951 and 1961) and also in his first novel, The Painter of
Our Time, published in 1958. BBC programmes have brought to life, ideas and democratic scientific texts through exciting, often ingenious visual techniques, which have raised research questions about how images - from European oil painting to photography and modern advertising -
inform and seep into everyday life and inequality. What do we see? How did we see? Can you see differently? Berger's theoretical legacy, recently written by Indian academic Rachmi Duraiswami, is in perspective in the context of the other's political. Berger's idea that looking is a political
action, and perhaps even a historically constructed process — so that we see something that will affect what we see — comes more forcefully in the second episode of vision — that has focused on the male perspective. Here Berger showed the continuity between post-Renaissance
European paintings of women and images from last day posters and girl magazines, by juxtaposed with different images - showing how they made women similarly as objects. Berger argued that this continuity restricts how certain forms of femininity are understood, and thus the terminology
on which women can live their lives. He identified a split in the consciousness of European women: she had to wipe out everything she was and everything she did because how she showed others, and how they eventually appeared to men, was crucial to what he usually thought was the
success of her life. How we see the historical context, the scope, and how we see were recurring themes in Berger's writing, films, performances, and in his collaborative photographic articles with Jean Moore, Anne Michaels, Teresa Shathilkova and others. Images need novels to make
sense. Verso wrote Berger's articles and wrote it on the picture concerned about the political ambiguity of the meaning in the picture. We learned that images always need language, and require an narrative of some kind, in order to make sense. He also made sure to distinguish between our
reaction to the images of loved ones depending on our relationship with the person being filmed. In Seventh Man, a collaborative book with Jean Moore about Turkish migrant workers to Germany in the 1970s, he simply said: a picture of a boy in the rain, a boy unknown to you or me. Seen
in a dark room when making a print or seen in this book when you read it, the picture evokes the vivid presence of an unknown boy. To his father he knows the absence of the boy. Under the skin because he was a painter, Berger was always a visual thinker and writer. In a conversation
with novelist Michael Ondati, he noted that the ability of film editing had influenced his writing. He identified the ability of cinema to move from expansive horizons to close-up shots as the one to which it is most associated and aspires. Berger's work is certainly imbued with sensitivity to the
length of views - novels of history - that come to life only by adding close stories about human relations, which renarrative but from a different angle. For example, writing about Frida Kahlo's compulsion to paint on smooth surfaces such as skin, Berger suggested that it was Kahlo's pain and
impotence (she had spina bifida and went through the following treatments road accident) that made her aware of the skin of everything alive - trees, fruits, water, birds, and, of course, other women and men. Self-portrait. Frida Kahlo, cc BY-SA's character in Ondati's novel, In The Skin of
the Lion, which gave him the name Caravaggio, is partly inspired by Berger's essay about the painter. In that article, Berger wrote about the sense of collusion with the Renaissance Italian artist Caravaggio, a life painter who does not portray the world to others: his vision is his vision he
shares. Berger's tendencies and biblical sensibilities seem to resonate with the overall intensity, and the lack of proper distance for which Caravaggio has been heavily criticized and which Berger has so admired. This intensity was not a simple play, nor in search of anything truer in life, but
rather a philosophical attitude stemming from his quest for equality. He has given us permission to elaborate on those aspects of our research or our lives that are so intensely captured, and to trust in that sensitivity. He had a positive policy in that sense. It began with confidence in one's
intuition, along with the inevitability of opening these up to explore ourselves as they fall within broader social and historical processes. Thinking about his written work, Berger wrote in the recent Penguin Group Confabulations: What has driven me to write over the years is a hunch that
something needs to be said, and that if I don't try to say it, it risks not being told. He knew very well that writing had its limits. Writing alone cannot balance inequalities in the present or create new ways of seeing. Yet he wrote with hope. He has shown us in his work, for example - other
possibilities to live a life committed to criticizing inequality, while celebrating the beauty of the world, paying attention to his polish, rhythm and joyous surprises. We still owe him. he.
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